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ABSTRACT
The complexity and approximability of the constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) has been actively studied over the last 20 years. A new version of the CSP, the promise CSP (PCSP) has recently been proposed, motivated by open questions about the approximability of variants of satisfiability and graph colouring. The PCSP significantly extends the standard decision CSP. The complexity of CSPs with a fixed constraint language on a finite domain has recently been fully classified, greatly guided by the algebraic approach, which uses polymorphisms — high-dimensional symmetries of solution spaces — to analyse the complexity of problems. The corresponding classification for PCSPs is wide open and includes some long-standing open questions, such as the complexity of approximate graph colouring, as special cases.

The basic algebraic approach to PCSP was initiated by Brakensiek and Guruswami, and in this paper we significantly extend it and lift it from concrete properties of polymorphisms to their abstract properties. We introduce a new class of problems that can be viewed as algebraic versions of the (Gap) Label Cover problem, and show that every PCSP with a fixed constraint language is equivalent to a problem of this form. This allows us to identify a "measure of symmetry" that is well suited for comparing and relating the complexity of different PCSPs via the algebraic approach. We demonstrate how our theory can be applied by improving the state-of-the-art in approximate graph colouring: we show that, for any $k \geq 3$, it is NP-hard to find a $(2k-1)$-colourable graph.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Theory of computation → Problems, reductions and completeness.
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1 INTRODUCTION
What kind of inherent mathematical structure makes a computational problem tractable, i.e., polynomial time solvable (assuming $\text{P} \neq \text{NP}$)? Finding a general answer to this question is one of the fundamental goals of theoretical computer science. The constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) and its variants are extensively used towards this ambitious goal for two reasons: on the one hand, the CSP framework is very general and includes a wide variety of computational problems, and on the other hand, this framework has very rich mathematical structure providing an excellent laboratory both for complexity classification methods and for algorithmic techniques.

The basic aim in a CSP is to decide whether there is an assignment of values from some domain $A$ to a given set of variables, subject to constraints on the combinations of values which can be assigned simultaneously to certain specified subsets of variables. There are many variants of this framework (see surveys in [42]). Since the basic CSP is NP-complete (and, for other variants, as hard as it can be) in full generality, a major line of research in the CSP focuses on identifying tractable cases and understanding the mathematical structure enabling tractability (see [42]).

One particular family of CSPs that receives a great amount of attention consists of the CSPs with a fixed constraint language [29, 42], i.e., with a restricted set of types of constraints. Since constraints are usually given by relations, a constraint language is simply a set $\Gamma$ of relations on a domain $A$. The restricted CSP where only relations from $\Gamma$ can specify constraints is denoted by CSP($\Gamma$). Many computational problems, including various versions of logical satisfiability, graph colouring, and systems of equations can be represented in this form [29, 42]. It is well-known [29] that the basic CSP can be cast as a homomorphism problem from one relational structure to another (the latter is often called a template), and we will use this view. Problems CSP($\Gamma$) correspond to the case when the template structure is fixed. There is an active line of research into CSPs with infinite $A$ (see, e.g. survey [11]), but throughout this paper we assume that $A$ is finite (unless specified otherwise).

In [29], Feder and Vardi conjectured that, for each finite constraint language $\Gamma$, the (decision) problem CSP($\Gamma$) is either in $\text{P}$ or NP-complete. This conjecture inspired a very active research programme in the last 20 years, which recently culminated in two independent proofs of the conjecture, one by Bulatov [21] and the
other by Zhuk [48] (along with similar classification results for other CSP variants, e.g. [6, 20, 41, 47]). All of these proofs heavily use the so-called algebraic approach to the CSP. On a very high level, this approach uses multivariate functions that preserve relations in a constraint language (and hence solution sets of problem instances), called polymorphisms. Thus polymorphisms can be seen as high-dimensional “symmetries” of solution sets. Roughly, lack of such symmetries implies hardness of the corresponding problem, while presence of symmetries implies tractability. This approach was started in a series of papers by Jeavons et al., e.g. [37], where the key role of polymorphisms was established. It was then taken to a more abstract level in [18, 19], where an abstract view on polymorphisms was used, through universal algebras and varieties formed by algebras — this allowed a powerful machinery of structural universal algebra to be applied to the CSP. Another important general methodological improvement was [8], where it was shown that special equations of simple form satisfied by polymorphisms govern the complexity of CSPs. Even though [8] did not impact specifically on the resolution of the Feder-Vardi conjecture, it strongly influenced the present paper.

A new extended version of the CSP, the so-called promise constraint satisfaction problem (PCSP), has recently been introduced [3, 15], motivated by open problems about (in)approximability for variants of SAT and graph colouring. Roughly, this line of research in approximability concerns finding an approximately good solution to an instance of a (typically hard) problem when a good solution is guaranteed to exist (see discussion and references in [14]). Approximation can be understood in terms of relaxing constraints, or in terms of counting satisfied/violated constraints — in this paper, we use the former. Specifically, in the PCSP, each constraint in an instance has two relations: a ‘strict’ one, and a ‘relaxed’ one, and one needs to distinguish between the case when an instance has a solution subject to the strict constraints and the case when it has no solution even subject to the relaxed constraints. One example of such a problem (beyond CSPs) is the case when the only available strict relation is the disequality on a $k$-element set and the corresponding relaxed relation is the disequality on a $c$-element set (with $c \geq k$) — the problem is then to distinguish $k$-colourable graphs from those that are not even $c$-colourable. This problem (and hence the problem of colouring a given $k$-colourable graph with $c$ colours) has been conjectured NP-hard, but the question in full generality is still open after more than 40 years of research. We give more examples later. Note that if the strict form and the relaxed form for each constraint coincide, then one gets the standard CSP, so the PCSP framework greatly generalises the CSP.

The problem of systematically investigating the complexity of PCSPs (with a fixed constraint language) was suggested in [3, 15]. We remark that, beyond CSPs, the current knowledge of the complexity landscape of PCSPs is quite limited, and we do not even have analogues of full classification results for graph homomorphisms [34] and Boolean CSPs [46] — which were the most important basic special cases of CSP complexity classifications that inspired the Feder-Vardi conjecture. The quest of complexity classification of PCSPs is of great interest for a number of reasons. It brings together two very advanced methodologies: analysing the complexity of CSPs via algebra and the approximability of CSPs via PCP-based methodology, hence the possibility of fruitful cross-fertilisation and influence beyond the broad CSP framework. It is perfect for further exploring the thesis that (high-dimensional) symmetries of solution spaces are relevant for complexity — which is certainly true for most CSP-related problems, but may be applicable in a wider context. Finally, this quest includes long-standing open problems as special cases.

Related Work. An accessible exposition of the algebraic approach to the CSP can be found in [7], where many ideas and results leading to (but not including) the resolution [21, 48] of the Feder-Vardi conjecture are presented. The volume [42] contains surveys about many aspects of the complexity and approximability of CSPs.

The first link between the algebraic approach and PCSPs was found by Austrin, Håstad, and Gurvitswami [3], and it was further developed by Brakensiek and Guruswami [13, 15, 16]. They use a notion of polymorphism suitable for PCSPs to prove several hardness and tractability results. Roughly, the polymorphisms of a PCSP (template) are multivariate functions from the domain of its ‘strict’ relations to that of its ‘relaxed’ relations that map each strict relation into the corresponding relaxed relation. For example, the $n$-ary polymorphisms of the PCSP template corresponding to $k$ vs. $c$ graph colouring (we say polymorphisms from $K_k$ to $K_c$) are the homomorphisms from the $n$-th direct power of $K_k$ to $K_c$, i.e., the $c$-colourings of $K_n^k$. It is shown in [16] that the complexity of a PCSP is fully determined by its polymorphisms — in the sense that two PCSPs with the same set of polymorphisms have the same complexity.

Much of the previous work on the complexity of PCSPs was focused on specific problems, especially on approximate graph and hypergraph colouring and their variants. We describe this in more detail in Examples 2.7–2.12 in the next section. Let us note here that, despite much effort, there is a huge gap between known algorithmic and NP-hardness results for colouring 3-colourable graphs with $c$ colours: the best known NP-hardness result (without additional assumptions) goes only as far as $c = 4$ [31, 39], while the best (in terms of $c$) known efficient algorithm uses roughly $O(n^{0.199})$ colours to colour an $n$-vertex 3-colourable graph [38].

We remark that appropriate versions of polymorphisms have been used extensively in many CSP complexity/approximability classifications: standard polymorphisms for decision and counting CSPs, for approximating Min CSPs and testing solutions (in the sense of property testing) [6, 7, 20, 21, 24–26, 48], fractional polymorphisms for exact optimisation problems [41, 47], $\alpha$-approximate polymorphisms for approximating Max CSPs [17]. In all cases, the presence of nice enough polymorphisms (of appropriate kind) leads directly to efficient algorithms, while their absence leads to hardness. Interestingly, it was shown in [17] that the Unique Games Conjecture is equivalent to the NP-hardness of approximating Max CSPs beyond a specific numerical parameter of their (nice enough) approximate polymorphisms.

Our Contribution. The main contribution of the present paper is a new abstract algebraic theory for the PCSP. A crucial property of polymorphisms for PCSPs is that, unlike in CSPs, they cannot be composed (as functions). The ability to compose polymorphisms to produce new polymorphisms was used extensively in the algebraic theory of CSPs. This could be viewed as a serious limitation on the applicability of the algebraic approach to PCSPs. Alternatively, it is
possible that the ability to compose is not that essential, and that a composition-free abstract algebraic theory for PCSPs (and hence for CSPs) can be developed. Our results suggest that the latter is in fact the case.

We show that certain abstract properties of polymorphisms, namely systems of minor identities (i.e., function equations of a simple form) satisfied by polymorphisms, fully determine the complexity of a PCSP. This shifts the focus from concrete properties of polymorphisms to their abstract properties. Systems of minor identities satisfied by polymorphisms provide a useful measure of how much symmetry a problem has. This measure gives a new tool to compare/relate the complexity of PCSPs, far beyond what was available before. We envisage that our paper will bring a step change in the study of PCSPs, similar to what [18, 19] did for the CSP. Let us explain this in some more detail.

To be slightly more technical, a minor identity is a formal expression of the form

\[ f(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \approx g(x_{\pi(1)}, \ldots, x_{\pi(m)}) \]

where \(f, g\) are function symbols (of arity \(n\) and \(m\), respectively), \(x_1, \ldots, x_n\) are variables, and \(\pi: [m] \to [n]\) (we use notation \([n] = \{1, \ldots, n\}\) throughout). A minor identity can be seen as an equation where the function symbols are the unknowns, and if some specific functions \(f\) and \(g\) satisfy such an identity then \(f\) is called a minor of \(g\). We use the symbol \(\approx\) instead of \(=\) to stress the difference between a formal identity (i.e. equation involving function symbols) and equality of two specific functions. A minor condition is a finite system of minor identities (where the same function symbol can appear in several identities). A bipartite minor condition is one where sets of function symbols appearing on the left- and right-hand sides of the identities are disjoint. Such condition is said to be satisfied in a set \(\mathcal{F}\) of functions if it is possible to assign a function from \(\mathcal{F}\) of the corresponding arity to each of the function symbols in such a way that all the identities are simultaneously satisfied (as equalities of functions, i.e., for all possible values of the \(x_i\)'s).

Informally, the main results of our new general theory state that

(A) If every bipartite minor condition satisfied in the polymorphisms of (the template of) one PCSP \(\Pi_1\) is also satisfied in the polymorphisms of another PCSP \(\Pi_2\), then \(\Pi_2\) is log-space reducible to \(\Pi_1\) (see Theorem 3.1 for a formal statement).

(B) Every PCSP \(\Pi\) is log-space equivalent to the problem deciding whether a given bipartite minor condition is satisfiable by projections/dictators or not satisfiable even by polymorphisms of \(\Pi\) (see Theorem 3.9).

The first of the above results establishes the key role of bipartite minor conditions satisfied in polymorphisms — in particular, the hardness or tractability of a PCSP can always be explained on this abstract level, since any two PCSPs have the same complexity if their polymorphisms satisfy the same bipartite minor conditions. Moreover, this abstract level allows one to compare any two PCSPs, even when it does not makes sense to compare their sets of polymorphisms inclusion-wise (say, because the functions involved are defined on different sets). The second result establishes that every PCSP is equivalent to what can be viewed as an algebraic version of the Gap Label Cover problem, which is the most common starting point of PCP-based hardness proofs in the inapproximability context. Our result uses the fact the Label Cover can be naturally interpreted as the problem, which we call MC, of checking triviality of a system of minor identities. The gap version of MC has an algebraic component in place of the quantitative gap of Gap Label Cover. In particular, result (B) can provide a general approach to proving NP-hardness of PCSPs — via analysis of bipartite minor conditions satisfied by polymorphisms. The full version of our general theory that extends beyond the above results can be found in [22].

As a first application of our general theory, we prove the following result.

(C) For any \(k \geq 3\), it is NP-hard to distinguish \(k\)-colourable graphs from those that are not \((2k - 1)\)-colourable. (See Theorem 4.1).

In particular, it follows that it is NP-hard to 5-colour a 3-colourable graph. This might seem a small step towards closing the big gap in our understanding of approximate graph colouring, but we believe that it is important methodologically and that further development of our general theory and further analysis of polymorphisms for graph colouring will eventually lead to a proof of NP-hardness for any constant number of colours.

For better accessibility, we will give here a direct (polymorphism-based) proof of result (C), but in the full version [22] we show that this case of approximate graph colouring has less symmetry (in the sense of bipartite minor conditions) than approximate hypergraph colouring, which is known to be NP-hard [28]. Then our theory implies the required reduction. Our theory also allows one to rule out the existence of certain reductions — for example, we can explain exactly how \(k\) vs. \(c = 2k - 1\) colouring differs from the cases \(c = 2k - 2\) and \(c = 2k\), and hence why we are able to improve the result from \(c = 2k - 2\) [13] to \(c = 2k - 1\) and why moving to larger \(c\) requires further analysis of polymorphisms and bipartite minor conditions. For this and a number of further applications, see [22].

**Overview of Key Technical Ideas.** At the heart of our theory is a new class of problems, the problems of deciding triviality of minor conditions, and their promise versions that can be viewed as algebraic counterparts of the Gap Label Cover problem. Recall that an instance of the Label Cover problem (LC) is given by a bipartite graph \(G = (U, V, E)\) whose nodes are viewed as variables, domains \([m]\) and \([n]\) for the variables in \(U\) and \(V\), respectively, and a map \(\pi_e: [m] \to [n]\) for each \(e \in E\). The Label Cover problem is a CSP where the constraints are given by the maps \(\pi_e\), and such a constraint \(\pi_{(u,v)}\) is satisfied by \(u = i\) and \(v = j\) if \(\pi(j) = i\). We interpret such a constraint as the minor identity

\[ f_u(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \approx g_v(x_{\pi(1)}, \ldots, x_{\pi(m)}). \]

This identity is satisfied by assigning the projection (dictator) on the \(i\)-th coordinate to \(f_u\) and the projection on the \(j\)-th coordinate to \(g_v\) if and only if \((i,j)\) satisfies the corresponding Label Cover constraint on \((u,v)\). Therefore, the problem (which we call MC) of deciding whether a given bipartite minor condition is trivial, i.e., can be satisfied in projections, is just a different interpretation of Label Cover.

The key advantage of MC over LC is that it allows us to define a promise version of the problem, that we call PMC (for ‘promise MC’), that is more suitable for our setting than the Gap Label Cover. Whereas the Gap Label Cover problem (with perfect completeness
and soundness $\varepsilon$) asks to distinguish fully satisfiable LC instances from those where at most $\varepsilon$-fraction of constraints can be satisfied, the PMC problem asks to distinguish trivial systems of bipartite minor conditions from those that cannot be satisfied even in some fixed family $\mathcal{F}$ of multivariate functions (from one fixed set to another). We denote the latter problem by $\text{PMC}_\mathcal{F}$. This problem is well-defined for any family $\mathcal{F}$ that is a minion, i.e., closed under taking minors, since satisfiability in projections implies satisfiability in any minion.

We prove that every PCSP is log-space equivalent to the problem $\text{PMC}_{\mathcal{M}}$ where $\mathcal{M}$ is the minion of all polymorphisms of this PCSP (this is our result (B)). For this, we adapt reductions from CSP to LC and back to our setting. We build on [1, 10] to provide a reduction from a PCSP to PMC, and on [9, 37] for a reduction from PMC to a CSP. Our result (A) is proved by using the above reductions, i.e., by first reducing PCSP $\Pi_1$ to the corresponding PMC problem, then reducing that to the PMC corresponding to PCSP $\Pi_2$, and finally by reducing this PMC to PCSP $\Pi_1$. For the middle reduction to work, we use the assumption that every (bipartite) minor condition satisfied by polymorphisms of $\Pi_1$ is also satisfied by polymorphisms of $\Pi_2$ (to align the no-instances of the two PMCs). This assumption is formally captured by the existence of a minor-preserving mapping from the polymorphisms of $\Pi_1$ to the polymorphisms of $\Pi_2$, which is called a minion homomorphism (extending a similar notion from [8]). We remark that proving the existence of a minion homomorphism for specific cases can be a very non-trivial problem.

**Organisation of This Paper.** The following section contains formal definitions of the concepts mentioned in the introduction as well as several concrete examples of PCSPs. Section 3 introduces reductions via algebraic conditions and proves the main results of our general theory. Section 4 contains the proof of new NP-hardness results for approximate graph colouring. Finally, Section 5 summarises the results of the paper and discusses possible directions of further research.

## 2 PRELIMINARIES

This section contains formal definitions of the notions introduced above. For comparison, the algebraic theory behind fixed-template CSPs can be found in a recent survey [7].

### 2.1 CSPs and PCSPs

We use the notation $[n] = \{1, \ldots, n\}$ and $E_n = \{0, 1, \ldots, n - 1\}$ throughout the paper.

**Definition 2.1.** A constraint language $\Gamma$ on a set $A$ is finite set of relations on $A$, possibly of different arity. Then $A$ is called the domain of $\Gamma$.

To work with several constraint languages (possibly on different domains), it is often convenient to fix an indexing of the relations in $\Gamma$. This is formalised as follows.

**Definition 2.2.** A (relational) structure with domain $A$ is a tuple $A = (A; R_1^A, \ldots, R_n^A)$ where each $R_i^A \subseteq A^{\text{arity}(R_i)}$ is a relation on $A$ of arity $\text{arity}(R_i) \geq 1$. We say that $A$ is finite if $A$ is finite. We will assume that all structures in this paper are finite unless specified otherwise.

Two structures $A = (A; R_1^A, \ldots, R_n^A)$ and $B = (B; R_1^B, \ldots, R_n^B)$ are called similar if they have the same number of relations and $\text{arity}(R_i^A) = \text{arity}(R_i^B)$ for each $i \in [n]$.

For example, a (directed) graph is relational structure with one binary relation. Any two graphs are similar structures.

We often use a single letter instead of $R_i$ to denote a relation of a structure, e.g., $S_A$ would denotes a relation of $A$, the corresponding relation in a similar structure $B$, would be denoted by $S_B$. Also, throughout the paper we denote the domains of structures $A, B, K_n$ and so on by $A, B, K_n$ etc., respectively.

**Definition 2.3.** For two similar relational structures $A$ and $B$, a homomorphism from $A$ to $B$ is a map $h : A \to B$ such that, for each $i$,

$$
\text{if } (a_1, \ldots, a_{\text{arity}(R_i)}) \in R_i^A \text{ then } (h(a_1), \ldots, h(a_{\text{arity}(R_i)})) \in R_i^B.
$$

We write $h : A \to B$ to denote this, and simply $A \to B$ to denote that a homomorphism from $A$ to $B$ exists. In the latter case, we also say that $A$ maps homomorphically to $B$.

**Definition 2.4.** For a fixed structure $B$, $\text{CSP}(B)$ is the problem of deciding whether a given input structure $I$, similar to $B$, admits a homomorphism to $B$. In this case $B$ is called the template for CSP($B$).

For example, when $I$ and $B$ are graphs and $B = K_k$ is a $k$-clique, a homomorphism from $I$ to $B$ is simply a $k$-colouring of $I$. Then $\text{CSP}(B)$ is the standard $k$-colouring problem for graphs.

To see how the above definition corresponds to the definition of CSP with variables and constraints, view the domain of the structure $I$ as consisting of variables, relations in $I$ specifying which tuples of variables the constraints should be applied to, and (the corresponding) relations in $B$ as sets of allowed tuples of values.

**Definition 2.5.** A PCSP template is a pair of similar structures $A$ and $B$ such that $A \to B$. The problem PCSP($A, B$) is, given an input structure $I$ similar to $A$ and $B$, output yes if $I \to A$, and no if $I \not\to B$.

Note that PCSP($A, A$) is simply CSP($A$). The promise in the PCSP is that it is never the case that $I \not\to A$ and $I \to B$. Note also that the assumption $A \to B$ is necessary for the problem to make sense — otherwise, the yes- and no-cases would not be disjoint. We define PCSP($A, B$) as a decision problem, but it can also be defined as a search problem:

**Definition 2.6.** Given two relational structures $A, B$ as above, the search version of PCSP($A, B$) is, given an input structure $I$ that maps homomorphically to $A$, find a homomorphism $h : I \to B$.

There is an obvious reduction from the decision variant of every PCSP to its search variant. Nevertheless, it is open whether these two problems are equivalent for all PCSP templates. Note that, for problems CSP($A$), these two versions are always equivalent [19].

We would also like to note that all of our results are formulated and proved for the decision version. Nevertheless, all of them can be generalised to the corresponding search versions of the problems.

Let us give some examples of the problems of the form PCSP($A, B$) which are proper promise problems, i.e., not of the form CSP($A$). More examples (of both tractable and intractable PCSPs) can be found in [13, 15, 16].
Example 2.7 ((2 + ε)-SAT). For a tuple $t \in \{0, 1\}^n$, let $\text{Ham}(t)$ be the Hamming weight of $t$. Fix an integer $k \geq 1$. Let $\not\exists 2$ be the relation $\{(0, 1), (1, 0)\}$. Let

$$A = \{(0, 1); \{t \in \{0, 1\}^{2k+1} | \text{Ham}(t) \geq k\}, \not\exists 2\},$$

$$B = \{(0, 1); \{t \in \{0, 1\}^{2k+1} | \text{Ham}(t) \geq 1\}, \not\exists 2\}.$$

The problem PCSP($A, B$) is then (equivalent to) the following variant of $(2k + 1)$-SAT: given an instance of $(2k + 1)$-SAT such that some assignment satisfies at least $k$ literals in each clause, find a normal satisfying assignment. This problem, called $(2 + \epsilon)$-SAT, was proved to be NP-hard in [3].

Example 2.8 (1-in-3v vs. Not-All-Equal-SAT). Let $T = \{(0, 1); \{(0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1), (0, 1, 0)\}\}$. Let $H_2 = \{(0, 1); \{(0, 1)^3 \setminus \{(0, 0, 0), (1, 1, 1)\}\}$.

Even though CSP($T$) and CSP($H_2$) are (well-known) NP-hard problems, the problem PCSP($T, H_2$) was shown to be in P in [15, 16], along with a range of similar problems.

Example 2.9 (Approximate Graph Colouring). For $k \geq 2$, let $\not\exists k$ denote the relation $\{(a, b) \in E_k^2 ; a \neq b\}$. For $k \leq c$, let

$$K_k = (E_k; \not\exists k),$$

$$K_c = (E_c; \not\exists c).$$

Then PCSP($K_k, K_c$) is the well-known approximate graph colouring problem: given a $k$-colourable graph, find a $c$-colouring. The decision version of this asks to distinguish between $k$-colourable graphs and those that are not even $c$-colourable. The complexity of this problem has been studied since 1976 [30] — the problem has been conjectured to be NP-hard for any fixed $3 \leq k \leq c$, but this is still open in many cases (see [13, 31, 35, 39, 40]) if we assume only P $\neq$ NP. For $k = 3$, the case $c = 4$ was shown to be NP-hard [31, 39], but even the case $c = 5$ was still open, and we settle it in this paper. It was shown (using polymorphisms) in [13] that, for any $k \geq 3$, it is NP-hard to distinguish $k$-colourable graphs from those that are not $(2k - 2)$-colourable. This gives the best known NP-hardness results for small enough $k$, but we further improve this result in this paper. For large enough $k$, the best known NP-hardness result is for $k$ vs. $2^{\Omega(\sqrt{k})}$ colouring [35]. By additionally assuming somewhat non-standard variants of the Unique Games Conjecture (with perfect completeness), NP-hardness of all approximate graph colouring problems (with $k \geq 3$) was proved in [27]. We note that an extension of this problem to graph homomorphisms (in the spirit of [34]) was proposed in [16].

Example 2.10 (Approximate Hypergraph Colouring). This problem is similar to the previous one, but uses the "not-all-equal" relation $\text{NAE}_k = E_k^3 \setminus \{(a, a, a) ; a \in E_k\}$ instead of $\not\exists k$, and similarly for $c$, i.e., we are talking about PCSP($H_k, H_c$) where

$$H_k = (E_k; \text{NAE}_k),$$

$$H_c = (E_c; \text{NAE}_c).$$

A colouring of a hypergraph is an assignment of colours to its vertices that leaves no hyperedge monochromatic. Thus, in the search variant of this problem one needs to find a $c$-colouring for a given $k$-colourable 3-uniform hypergraph. This problem has been proved to be NP-hard for any fixed $2 \leq k \leq c$ [28].

Example 2.11 (Strong vs. Normal Hypergraph Colouring). Let $k, c \geq 2$, and let

$$A = (E_{k+1}; \{(a_1, \ldots, a_k) \in E_{k+1}^k ; a_i \neq a_j \text{ for all } i, j\}),$$

$$B = (E_c; \{(a_1, \ldots, a_k) \in E_c^k ; a_i \neq a_j \text{ for some } i, j\}).$$

Then PCSP($A, B$) is the problem of distinguishing $k$-uniform hypergraphs that admit a strong $(k + 1)$-colouring (i.e., one without repetition of colours in any hyperedge) from those that do not admit a normal $c$-colouring. It was conjectured in [13] that this problem is NP-hard for all $(k, c) \neq (2, 2)$, and some special cases $(k = 3, 4$ and $c = 2)$ were settled in that paper, but this conjecture remains wide open.

Example 2.12 (Rainbow vs. Normal Hypergraph Colouring). Let $k, q, c$ be positive integers with $k \geq q \geq 2$ and $c \geq 2$, and let

$$R_{k, q} = (E_q; \{(a_1, \ldots, a_k) \in E_q^k ; \{a_1, \ldots, a_k\} = E_q\}),$$

$$R_{k, c} = (E_c; \{(a_1, \ldots, a_k) \in E_c^k ; a_i \neq a_j \text{ for some } i, j\}).$$

In PCSP($R_{k, q}, H_{k,c}$), one is given a $k$-uniform hypergraph which has a $q$-colouring such that all colours appear in each hyperedge, and one needs to find a normal $c$-colouring. This problem is known to be in P for $k = q$ and $c = 2$; a randomised algorithm for it can be found in [43], and a deterministic algorithm due to Alon (unpublished) is mentioned in [15]. PCSP($R_{k, q}, H_{k,c}$) is NP-hard if $2 \leq q \leq \lfloor k/2 \rfloor$ [32] or if $2 \leq q \leq k - 2|\sqrt{k}|$ and $c = 2$ [2]. Further variations of such PCSPs were considered in [2, 32].

2.2 Polymorphisms

We now proceed to define polymorphisms, which are the main algebraic technical tools used in the analysis of CSPs.

Definition 2.13. The (direct) $n$-th power of $A$ is the structure $A^n = (A^n, R_{A^n}^1, \ldots, R_{A^n}^n)$ whose relations are defined as follows: for every $\text{ar}(R_i) \times n$ matrix $M$ such that all columns of $M$ are in $R_{A^n}^i$, consider the rows of $M$ as elements of $A^n$ and put this tuple in $R_{A^n}^i$. $\text{Pol}^A$ is the set of all polymorphisms from A to B. To spell this out, a polymorphism is a mapping $f$ from $A^n$ to $B$ such that, for each $i \leq n$ and all tuples $(a_1, \ldots, a_{\text{ar}(R_i)})$, $(a_1, \ldots, a_{\text{ar}(R_i)}) \in R_{A^n}^i$, we have

$$f((a_1, \ldots, a_{\text{ar}(R_i)}), \ldots, f((a_{\text{ar}(R_i)}), \ldots, a_{\text{ar}(R_i)}) \in R_B^i).$$

We denote the set of all polymorphisms from A to B by $\text{Pol}(A, B)$, and we write simply $\text{Pol}(A)$ for $\text{Pol}(A, A)$.

For the case $A = B$, this definition coincides with the standard definition of a polymorphism of a relational structure A (see, e.g., [7, Section 4]).

Definition 2.15. A projection (also known as dictator) on a set $A$ is an operation $P_1^{(n)} : A^n \to A$ of the form $P_1^{(n)}(x_1, \ldots, x_n) = x_1$.\footnote{\text{Projection is the standard name for these objects in universal algebra, while dictator is the standard name in approximability literature.}}
It is well-known and easy to see that every projection on $A$ is a polymorphism of every relational structure on $A$. We will sometimes write simply $p_1$ when the arity $n$ of a projection is clear from the context.

Example 2.16. Consider the structures $T$ and $H_2$ from Example 2.8. It is well-known and not hard to verify that

- $\text{Pol}(T)$ consists of all projections on $\{0, 1\}$, and
- $\text{Pol}(H_2)$ consists of all operations of the form $\pi(p_1^{(m)})$ where $\pi$ is a permutation on $\{0, 1\}$ and $p_1^{(m)}$ is a projection.

However, $\text{Pol}(T,H_2)$ contains many operations that are not like projections. For example, for any $k \geq 1$, let $f_k: \{0,1\}^{3k-1} \rightarrow \{0, 1\}$ be such that $f_k(t) = 1$ if Ham$(t) \geq k$ and $f_k(t) = 0$ otherwise. It is easy to see that $f_k \in \text{Pol}(T,H_2)$. Indeed, if $M$ is a $3 \times (3k-1)$ matrix whose columns come from the set $\{(1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1)\}$ then some row of $M$ contains strictly fewer than $k$ 1’s and some other row contains at least $k$ 1’s. Therefore, by applying $f_k$ to the rows of $M$, one obtains a tuple in $\{0, 1\}^3 \setminus \{\left(0, 0, 0\right), \left(1, 1, 1\right)\}$, as required.

Example 2.17. Recall Example 2.9. It is easy to check that, for any $n \geq 1$, the n-ary functions from $\text{Pol}(K_n, K_m)$ are simply the $c$-colourings of $K_n^c$, the $n$-th power of $K_k$ (in the sense of Definition 2.13).

Brakensiek and Guruswami showed that, when the pair of domains for PCSP templates is fixed, the polymorphisms determine the complexity of a PCSP.

Theorem 2.18 ([13]). Let $(A, B)$ and $(A', B')$ be a pair of PCSP templates over the same pair of domains. If $\text{Pol}(A', B') \subseteq \text{Pol}(A, B)$, then $\text{PCSP}(A, B)$ is polynomial-time reducible to $\text{PCSP}(A', B')$.

Unlike polymorphisms of a single relational structure $A$, the set $\text{Pol}(A, B)$ is not closed under composition — for example, if $f(x, y, z) = g(x, y)$ and $(x, y, z)$ is in $\text{Pol}(A, B)$, then $f(x, y, z)$ is not necessarily there. In general, the composition is not always well-defined, and even when it is (e.g. when $A$ and $B$ have the same domain), $f(x, y, z)$ may not be in $\text{Pol}(A, B)$. However, it is always closed under taking minors.

Definition 2.19. An n-ary function $f: A^n \rightarrow B$ is called a minor of an m-ary function $g: A^m \rightarrow B$ given by a map $\pi: [m] \rightarrow [n]$ if

$$f(x_1,\ldots,x_n) = g(x_{\pi(1)},\ldots,x_{\pi(m)})$$

for all $x_1,\ldots,x_n \in A$.

Alternatively, one can say that $f$ is a minor of $g$ if it is obtained from $g$ by identifying variables, permuting variables, and introducing dummy variables.

Definition 2.20. Let $\mathcal{O}(A, B) = \{ f : A^n \rightarrow B \mid n \geq 1 \}$. A (function) minion $\mathcal{M}$ on a pair of sets $(A, B)$ is a non-empty subset of $\mathcal{O}(A, B)$ that is closed under taking minors. For fixed $n \geq 1$, let $\mathcal{M}^{(n)}$ denote the set of n-ary functions from $\mathcal{M}$.

We remark that clones have been used extensively in the algebraic theory of CSP — a clone is simply a minion on $(A, A)$ that is closed under composition and contains all projections. For any structure $A$, $\text{Pol}(A)$ is a clone. For more detail, see [7].

We now introduce one of the central notions of this paper; it generalises the notion of $k\mathrm{i}$ clone homomorphisms from [8].

Definition 2.21. Let $\mathcal{M}$ and $\mathcal{N}$ be two minions (not necessarily on the same pairs of sets). A mapping $\xi: \mathcal{M} \rightarrow \mathcal{N}$ is called a minion homomorphism if

1. it preserves arities, i.e., $ar(g) = ar(\xi(g))$ for all $g \in \mathcal{M}$, and
2. it preserves taking minors, i.e., for each $\pi: [m] \rightarrow [n]$ and each $g \in \mathcal{M}^{(m)}$ we have

$$\xi(g)(x_{\pi(1)},\ldots,x_{\pi(m)}) = (\xi(g))(x_{\pi(1)},\ldots,x_{\pi(m)})$$

Item (2) above can also be interpreted as ‘preserving satisfaction of minor identities’, i.e., if $f(x_1,\ldots,x_n)$ is a minor of $g(x_{\pi(1)},\ldots,x_{\pi(m)})$ for some $f \in \mathcal{M}^{(n)}$, $g \in \mathcal{M}^{(m)}$, and $\pi: [m] \rightarrow [n]$, then

$$\xi(f)(x_1,\ldots,x_n) = (\xi(g))(x_{\pi(1)},\ldots,x_{\pi(m)})$$

Example 2.22. We will construct a minion homomorphism from $Pol(K_3, K_4)$ to the minion $\mathcal{P}_2$ of all projections on a two-element set.

Our minion homomorphism is built on the following combinatorial statement proved in [13, Lemma 3.4]: for each $f \in Pol^{(n)}(K_3, K_4)$, there exist $t \in K_4$ (we will call any such $t$ a trash colour), a coordinate $i \in [n]$, and a map $\alpha: K_3 \rightarrow K_4$ such that

$$f(a_1,\ldots,a_n) = \{ t, \alpha(a_1) \}$$

for all $a_1,\ldots,a_n \in K_3$. In other words, if we erase the value $t$ from the table of $f$ then $f(x_1,\ldots,x_n)$, which is now a partial function, depends only on $x_i$. Moreover, it is shown in [13, Lemma 3.9], that while the trash colour $t$ is not necessarily unique, the coordinate $i$ is.

We define $\xi: Pol(K_3, K_4) \rightarrow \mathcal{P}_2$ by mapping each $f$ to $p_t$ (preserving the arity) for the $i$ that satisfies the above. To prove that such $\xi$ is a minion homomorphism, consider $f,g$ such that $f$ is a minor of $g$, i.e.,

$$f(x_1,\ldots,x_n) = g(x_{\pi(1)},\ldots,x_{\pi(m)})$$

for some $\pi: [m] \rightarrow [n]$. We claim that if $t$ is a trash colour for $g$, then it is also a trash colour for $f$. Indeed, if $g(a_1,\ldots,a_m) = \{ t, \alpha(a_1) \}$ for all $a_1,\ldots,a_n \in K_3$, we get

$$f(a_1,\ldots,a_n) = g(a_{\pi(1)},\ldots,a_{\pi(m)}) = \{ t, \alpha(a_{\pi(1)}) \}.$$}

This also shows that the coordinate $j$ assigned to $f$ is $\pi(i)$, therefore $\xi(f) = p_{\pi(i)}$. We conclude that $\xi$ preserves taking minors. That is true since

$$p_{\pi(i)}(x_1,\ldots,x_n) = x_{\pi(i)} = p_t(x_{\pi(1)},\ldots,x_{\pi(m)}).$$

3 ALGEBRAIC REDUCTIONS

In this section, we prove the two main results of our general theory. The first one can be formulated right away.

Theorem 3.1. Let $(A_1, B_1)$ and $(A_2, B_2)$ be two finite PCSP templates, and let $\mathcal{M}_i = Pol(A_i, B_i)$ for $i = 1, 2$. If there is a minion homomorphism $\xi: \mathcal{M}_1 \rightarrow \mathcal{M}_2$ then PCSP$(A_2, B_2)$ is log-space reducible to PCSP$(A_1, B_1)$.

The proof of this theorem is provided by the second of our results, but to formulate it, we need to first address a few formalities about the problem of deciding minor conditions. We remark that, in the full version [22], we characterise the existence of such a minion homomorphism in many equivalent ways.
3.1 Deciding Satisfiability of Bipartite Minor Conditions

Definition 3.2. A bipartite minor condition is a finite set \( \Sigma \) of minor identities where the sets of function symbols used on the right- and left-hand sides are disjoint. More precisely, we say that a minor condition \( \Sigma \) is bipartite over two disjoint sets of function symbols \( \mathcal{U} \) and \( \mathcal{V} \), if it contains only identities of the form

\[
f(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \approx g(x_{\pi(1)}, \ldots, x_{\pi(m)})
\]

where \( f \in \mathcal{U} \) and \( g \in \mathcal{V} \) are symbols of arity \( n \) and \( m \), respectively, \( x_1, \ldots, x_n \) are variables, and \( \pi : [m] \to [n] \).

Such a condition is said to be satisfied in a minion \( \mathcal{M} \) on \( (A, B) \) if there is an assignment \( \xi : \mathcal{U} \cup \mathcal{V} \to \mathcal{M} \) that assigns to each function symbol a function from \( \mathcal{M} \) of the corresponding arity so that

\[
\xi(f)(a_1, \ldots, a_n) = \xi(g)(a_{\pi(1)}, \ldots, a_{\pi(m)})
\]

for each identity \( f(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \approx g(x_{\pi(1)}, \ldots, x_{\pi(m)}) \) in \( \Sigma \) and all \( a_1, \ldots, a_n \in A \). We say that a minor condition is trivial if it is satisfied in every minion, in particular, in the minion \( \mathcal{P}_A \) consisting of all projections (dictators) on a set \( A \) that contains at least two elements.

We note that as long as a bipartite minor condition is satisfied in some \( \mathcal{P}_A \) with \( |A| \ge 2 \), it is satisfied in every minion: Recall, that by definition every minion \( \mathcal{M} \) is non-empty, and therefore it contains a unary function \( f \) (obtained by identifying all variables in a function from \( \mathcal{M} \)). Consequently, \( \mathcal{M} \) contains functions defined by \( (x_1, \ldots, x_n) \mapsto f(x_i) \) for each \( i \). These functions then behave similarly to projections in \( \mathcal{P}_A \).

The symbols \( f, g, \) etc. in a minor condition are abstract function symbols. Nevertheless, we sometimes (in particular, when working with specific simple minor conditions) use the same symbols to denote concrete functions that satisfy this condition. When we want to stress the assignment of concrete functions to symbols, we use \( \xi(f) \) for the concrete function assigned to the abstract symbol \( f \).

Example 3.3. Consider the following bipartite minor condition.

We set \( \mathcal{U} \) to contain a single binary symbol \( f \), and \( \mathcal{V} \) a single quaternary symbol \( g \). The set \( \Sigma \) then consists of identities:

\[
\begin{align*}
f(x, y) & \approx g(y, x, x, x) \\
f(x, y) & \approx g(x, y, x, x) \\
f(x, y) & \approx g(x, x, y, x) \\
f(x, y) & \approx g(x, x, x, y).
\end{align*}
\]

This condition is not trivial, since if \( f = f_1 \) and \( g = f_1 \) for some \( i \) then the \( i \)-th identity is not satisfied, and if \( f = f_2 \) then the first identity forces that \( g = f_1 \) which contradicts any of the other identities.

The above bipartite minor condition is satisfied in the minion \( \text{Pol}(H_2, H_k) \) (recall Example 2.10) for each \( k \ge 4 \). We define a function \( \xi(g) \) by the following:

\[
\xi(g)(x, y, z, u) = \begin{cases} 
  a & \text{if at least 3 arguments are equal to } a; \\
  x + 2 & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\]

The function \( \xi(f) \) is defined by \( \xi(f)(x, y) = x \). Clearly \( \xi(f) \) and \( \xi(g) \) satisfy the required identities, also \( \xi(f) \) is in \( \text{Pol}(H_2, H_k) \). We now show that also \( \xi(g) \) is. Consider a \( 3 \times 4 \) matrix \( M = (a_{ij}) \) such that each column of \( M \) is a triple in \( \text{NAE}_2 \). We need to show that applying \( \xi(g) \) to the rows of \( M \) gives a triple in \( \text{NAE}_k \). For contradiction, assume that we get a triple of the form \((a, a, a)\). If \( a \) is 0 or 1, then in each row of \( M \) at least three entries are equal to \( a \). In this case, one of columns of \( M \) is \((a, a, a) \notin \text{NAE}_2 \), a contradiction. Otherwise, \( a \) is 2 or 3, which implies that the first column of \( M \) is \((a - 2, a - 2, a - 2) \), a contradiction again.

It is easy to show (see [22]) that the above minor condition is also satisfied in \( \text{Pol}(K_4, K_5) \).

Example 3.4. We now give a simple minor condition that is not satisfied in \( \text{Pol}(H_2, H_k) \) for any \( k \ge 2 \):

\[
\begin{align*}
f(x, y) & \approx g(x, x, y, y, y, x) \\
f(x, y) & \approx g(x, y, x, y, y), \\
f(x, y) & \approx g(x, y, x, y, y).
\end{align*}
\]

We interpret a label cover instance \((\Sigma, \mathcal{U}, \mathcal{V})\) as the problem where the input is a triple \((\Sigma, \mathcal{U}, \mathcal{V})\), and the goal is to decide whether the condition \( \Sigma \) is trivial.

Deciding triviality of bipartite minor conditions is essentially just a different interpretation of the Label Cover problem that was introduced in [1]. To compare these two problems, we use a formulation of Label Cover that is closer to the one that appeared in e.g. [3] and [13]. In addition, we bound the size of the label sets by a constant \( N \). Some bounded version often appears in the literature as it is well-known that if \( N \ge 3 \) then it is an NP-complete problem (see, e.g., [13, Lemma 4.4]).

Definition 3.5 (Label cover). Fix a positive integer \( N \). We define \( \text{LC}(N) \) as the following decision problem: The input is a tuple \((U, V, E, I, r, \Pi)\) where

- \( G = (U, V ; E) \) is a bipartite graph
- \( I, r \le N \) are positive integers, and
- \( \Pi \) is a family of maps \( \pi_e : [r] \to [I] \), one for each \( e \in E \).

The goal is to decide whether there is a labelling of vertices from \( U \) and \( V \) with labels from \( [r] \) and \( [I] \), respectively, such that if \((u, v) \in E \) then the label of \( u \) is mapped by \( \pi(u, v) \) to the label of \( u \).

We use the label cover instance \((U, V, E, I, r, \Pi)\) with \( I, r \le N \) as a bipartite minor condition \( \Sigma \), an input to \( \text{MC}(N) \), as follows.

- Each vertex \( u \in U \) is interpreted as an \( I \)-ary function symbol \( f_u \), and each vertex \( v \in V \) as an \( r \)-ary function symbol \( g_v \).
- For each edge \( e = (u, v) \) we add to \( \Sigma \) the identity

\[
f_u(x_1, \ldots, x_l) \approx g_v(x_{\pi(e)(1)}, \ldots, x_{\pi(e)(r)}).
\]
Observe that $\Sigma$ is indeed a bipartite minor condition over $\mathcal{U} = \{ f_u \mid u \in U \}$ and $\mathcal{V} = \{ g_v \mid v \in V \}$. We claim that the minor condition obtained in this way is trivial if and only if the original Label Cover instance has a solution. The main difference is that a solution to Label Cover is a labelling while a solution (a witness) to triviality of minor conditions is an assignment of projections to the function symbols. Nevertheless, there is a clear bijection between the labels and the projections: label $i$ corresponds to projection $p_i$. Clearly, a constraint $(u, v, \pi)$ of the Label Cover is satisfied by a pair of labels $(i, j)$ if and only if assigning $p_i$ and $p_j$ to $f_u$ and $g_v$, respectively, satisfies ($\heartsuit$).

The long code is an error-correcting code that can be defined as the longest code over the Boolean alphabet that does not repeat bits. Precisely, it encodes a value $i \in [n]$ as the string of bits of length $2^n$ corresponding to the table of the function $p_i \in \mathcal{P}_2$.

Therefore, it is possible to see the problem MC as just a conjunction of Label Cover with the Long code. This conjunction has often been used before, e.g. [9, 33]. Our insight is that satisfaction of a constraint can be extended to functions that are not projections (words that are not code words of the Long code), we can simply say that the constraint corresponding to the edge $(u, v)$ is satisfied if $f_u$ and $g_v$ satisfy ($\heartsuit$). This approach circumvents some combinatorial difficulties of using Label Cover and the Long code, and is essential for our reduction to work.

The second (and main) advantage of using identities instead of Label Cover is that it allows us to define the following promise version.

**Definition 3.7.** Fix a minion $\mathcal{M}$ and a positive integer $N$. We define $\text{PMC}_{\mathcal{M}}(N)$ (promise satisfaction of a bipartite minor condition) as the promise problem in which, given a bipartite minor condition $\Sigma$ that involves symbols of arity at most $N$, one needs to output yes if $\Sigma$ is trivial and no if $\Sigma$ is not satisfiable in $\mathcal{M}$.

The promise in the above problem is that it is never the case that $\Sigma$ is non-trivial, but satisfied in $\mathcal{M}$.

**Remark 3.8.** Let $\mathcal{M}_1$, $\mathcal{M}_2$ be two minions such that there is a minion homomorphism $\xi : \mathcal{M}_1 \to \mathcal{M}_2$. Then, for any $N$, $\text{PMC}_{\mathcal{M}_1}(N)$ is obtained from $\text{PMC}_{\mathcal{M}_2}(N)$ simply by strengthening the promise. To see this, observe that if some $\Sigma$ is not satisfied in $\mathcal{M}_2$ then it cannot be satisfied in $\mathcal{M}_1$. Indeed, suppose the contrary, say that some $f_i$’s and $g_j$’s from $\mathcal{M}_1$ satisfy $\Sigma$. Since $\xi$ is a minion homomorphism from $\mathcal{M}_1$ to $\mathcal{M}_2$, it follows that $\xi(f_i)$’s and $\xi(g_j)$’s satisfy $\Sigma$ in $\mathcal{M}_2$.

We can finally formulate our second main result.

**Theorem 3.9.** Let $(A, B)$ be a template and let $\mathcal{M}$ denote its polymorphism minion.

1. If $N$ is an upper bound on the size of any relation $R^A$ of $A$ as well as on $|A|$, then $\text{PCSP}(A, B)$ can be reduced to $\text{PMC}_{\mathcal{M}}(N)$ in log-space.

2. For each $N > 0$, $\text{PMC}_{\mathcal{M}}(N)$ can be reduced to $\text{PCSP}(A, B)$ in log-space.

Before we get to the proof, let us comment on how Theorem 3.1 follows from this result.

**Proof of Theorem 3.1 given Theorem 3.9.** Recall that we have two PCSP templates $(A_1, B_1)$ and $(A_2, B_2)$, and the corresponding polymorphism minions $\mathcal{M}_i = \text{Pol}(A_i, B_i)$, $i = 1, 2$. Our goal is to find a log-space reduction from $\text{PCSP}(A_2, B_2)$ to $\text{PCSP}(A_1, B_1)$ given that there is a minion homomorphism $\xi : \mathcal{M}_1 \to \mathcal{M}_2$.

By Remark 3.8, we have that, for any $N$, $\text{PMC}_{\mathcal{M}_1}(N)$ is obtained from $\text{PMC}_{\mathcal{M}_2}(N)$ by strengthening the promise. Clearly, this gives a (trivial) log-space reduction from $\text{PMC}_{\mathcal{M}_2}(N)$ to $\text{PMC}_{\mathcal{M}_1}(N)$.

To conclude the proof, we connect this reduction with the two reductions from Theorem 3.9. Starting with $\text{PCSP}(A_2, B_2)$, we reduce it to $\text{PMC}_{\mathcal{M}_2}(N)$ where $N$ is given by the first item of Theorem 3.9. The above paragraph then gives us a reduction to $\text{PMC}_{\mathcal{M}_1}(N)$. Finally, the second item of Theorem 3.9 provides a reduction to $\text{PCSP}(A_1, B_1)$. $\square$

The proof of Theorem 3.9 is given in the following two subsections.

### 3.2 From PCSP to Minor Conditions

We now prove Theorem 3.9(1). For that we need to provide a reduction from PCSP to PMC for a given PCSP template and its polymorphism minion. This reduction follows a standard way of proving hardness of Label Cover [1]. It is built on a two-prover protocol introduced by [10]. Our presentation of this reduction is a generalisation of [15, Lemma 4.2].

Even though we start with a PCSP with template $(A, B)$, we only use the structure $A$ for the construction of a bipartite minor condition from a given instance $I$ of $\text{PCSP}(A, B)$. The structure $B$ will influence soundness of the reduction. Fix an enumeration $A = \{a_1, \ldots, a_{|A|}\}$ of the domain of $A$, and consider an instance $I$, i.e., a structure similar to $A$. We construct a bipartite minor condition $\Sigma = \Sigma(A, I)$ over $\mathcal{U}$ and $\mathcal{V}$ in the following way.

1. Define $\mathcal{U}$ to be the set of symbols $f_v$ for $v \in I$, each of arity $n = |A|$.

   (2) For each relation $R$ do the following: let $k = \text{ar}(R)$, $m = |R^A|$, and let $\{(a_{\pi(1)}), \ldots, a_{\pi(k)}\}$, $\{(a_{\pi(1)}), \ldots, a_{\pi(k)}\}$ be the list of all tuples from $R^A$; for each constraint $C = \{(v_1, \ldots, v_k)\}, R$, i.e., each tuple $(v_1, \ldots, v_k) \in R^I$, introduce into $\mathcal{V}$ a new symbol $g_C$ of arity $m$ and add to $\Sigma$ the following identities:

   \[
   f_{v_1}(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \equiv g_C(x_{\pi(1)}, \ldots, x_{\pi(k)});
   \]

   \[
   f_{v_2}(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \equiv g_C(x_{\pi(1)}, \ldots, x_{\pi(k)});
   \]

   This assigns, to each $I$ and $A$, an instance $(\Sigma, \mathcal{U}, \mathcal{V})$ of $\text{MC}(N)$. The bound $N$ is the larger of $|A|$ and the maximum of $|R^A|$, for all relations of $A$. Clearly, if $A$ is fixed, the condition $\Sigma$ is computable from $I$ in log-space.

**Example 3.10.** We show a reduction from NAE-Sat to MC(6). NAE-Sat is the same as CSP(H2) (see Example 2.8). Starting with an instance $I$ of NAE-Sat, for each variable $v \in I$ we add a binary function symbol $f_v$, and for each constraint $C$ involving (not necessarily different) $v_1, v_2, v_3$ we add a 6-ary symbol $g_C$ and the
following identities:
\[ f_{c_1}(x, y) \equiv g_C(x, x, y, y, y, x), \]
\[ f_{c_2}(x, y) \equiv g_C(x, y, y, x, x, y), \]
\[ f_{c_3}(x, y) \equiv g_C(y, x, x, x, y, y). \]
The arity of \( f_c \) was chosen to be two so that the assignment of a projection would correspond to an assignment of a value to \( v \). In particular, each variable in the above identities corresponds to one of the elements from the domain. The function \( g_C \) has arity 6, since each constraint in NAE-SAT has exactly 6 satisfying assignments; the columns of variables on the right hand side of these identities correspond to these satisfying assignments (three \( x \)'s or three \( y \)'s never align).

To finish the proof of Theorem 3.9(1), it is enough to prove the following lemma.

**Lemma 3.11.** Let \( A, B \), and \( I \) be similar relational structures, and let \( \Sigma = \Sigma(A, I) \) be constructed as above. Then

1. if there is a homomorphism \( h : I \rightarrow A \), then \( \Sigma \) is trivial; and
2. if \( \text{Pol}(A, B) \) satisfies \( \Sigma \), then there is a homomorphism from \( I \) to \( B \).

**Proof.** To prove item (1), assume that \( h : I \rightarrow A \) is a homomorphism, and define \( \xi : U \rightarrow \mathcal{P}_A \) by \( \xi(f_c) = p_1 \) where \( i \) is chosen so that \( h(v) = a_i \). We extend this assignment to symbols in \( V \). Let \( C = ((c_1, \ldots, c_k), R) \) be a constraint of \( I \). Since \( (h(v_1), \ldots, h(v_k)) \in R^A \), we can find a unique \( j \) such that \( (a_{n_j(1)}, \ldots, a_{n_j(m)}) \) is equal to \( (h(v_1), \ldots, h(v_k)) \). We set \( \xi(g_{C}) = p_j \). Clearly, this assignment satisfies all identities of \( \Sigma \) involving \( g_C \). Thus we found an assignment from \( U \cup V \) to polynomials that satisfies \( \Sigma \), proving that \( \Sigma \) is trivial.

For item (2), let us first suppose that \( \Sigma \) is satisfiable in projections and fix a satisfying assignment (of projections to symbols in \( U \cup V \)). In that case we can define a map from \( I \), equivalently \( U \), into \( A \) by assigning to \( v \) the \( a_i \) corresponding to the projection assigned to \( f_c \). One easy way to identify the projection is to interpret it as a projection on the set \( A \), i.e., suppose that \( \xi : U \rightarrow \mathcal{P}_A \) is the assignment to projections, and define
\[ h(v) = \xi(f_c)(a_{i_1}, \ldots, a_{i_n}). \]

This would give a homomorphism to \( A \) by reversing the above argument. We only need a homomorphism to \( B \), but we also only have \( \xi : U \cup V \rightarrow \text{Pol}(A, B) \). Still, we define \( h : I \rightarrow B \) by the rule (\( \xi \)). Clearly, this is a well-defined assignment; we only need to prove that \( h \) is a homomorphism, i.e., that for each constraint \( C = ((c_1, \ldots, c_k), R) \), we have \( (h(v_1), \ldots, h(v_k)) \in R^B \). Consider the symbol \( g_C \) and its image under \( \xi \). We know that \( \xi(g_{C}) \) is a polymorphism from \( A \) to \( B \) that satisfies the corresponding identities in \( \Sigma \). Let us therefore substitute \( a_i \) for \( x_j \), for \( i \in [n] \), in those identities. We obtain the following:
\[ \xi(f_{c_1})(a_{i_1}, \ldots, a_{i_n}) = \xi(g_{C})(a_{n_1(1)}, \ldots, a_{n_1(m)}), \]
\[ \vdots \]
\[ \xi(f_{c_m})(a_{i_1}, \ldots, a_{i_n}) = \xi(g_{C})(a_{n_m(1)}, \ldots, a_{n_m(m)}). \]
But since all the tuples \((a_{n_j(1)}, \ldots, a_{n_j(m)})\), for \( j \in [m] \), are in \( R^A \) and \( \xi(g_{C}) \) is a polymorphism from \( A \) to \( B \), we get that the resulting tuple \((h(v_1), \ldots, h(v_k))\) is in \( R^B \).

**Remark 3.12.** Note that if we take \( A = B \) in the previous lemma, we obtain that \( \Sigma(A, I) \) is trivial if and only if \( \Sigma(A, I) \) is satisfied in \( \text{Pol}(A) \) if and only if \( I \) maps homomorphically to \( A \).

### 3.3 From Minor Conditions to PCSP

Our proof of Theorem 3.9(2) follows another standard reduction in approximation: a conjunction of Long code testing and Label Cover \([9]\). If both \( A \) and \( B \) are Boolean (\( A = B = \{0, 1\} \)), the construction can be viewed as a certain Long code test. Such analogy fails when \( A \) and \( B \) have different sizes. Nevertheless, projections on the set \( A \) (as opposed to \( \{0, 1\} \) for long codes) still play a crucial role in the completeness of this reduction. The reduction has also appeared many times in the presented algebraic form and seems to be folklore (see e.g. [23, Lemma 3.8]).

The key idea of the construction is that the question ‘Is this bipartite minor condition satisfied by polymorphisms of \( A \)’ can be interpreted as an instance of CSP(\( A \)). The main ingredient is that a polymorphism is a homomorphism from \( A^\Sigma \); this gives an instance whose solutions are exactly \( n \)-ary polymorphisms. Such instances are sometimes called “indicator instances” \([37]\). By considering the union of several such instances (one for each function symbol appearing in \( \Sigma \)) and then introducing equality constraints that reflect the identities, we get that a solution to the obtained instance corresponds to polymorphisms satisfying the identities. In detail, let us fix a template \((A,B)\) and a bound on arity \( N \). We start with a bipartite minor condition \((\Sigma, U, V)\) with arity bounded by \( N \), and construct an instance \( I = I_{\Sigma}(A,B) \) of PCSP(\( A,B \)) in three steps:

1. for each \( n \)-ary symbol \( f \) in \( U \cup V \), introduce into \( I \) a fresh copy of \( A^\Sigma \) where each element \((a_1, \ldots, a_n) \in A^\Sigma \) is replaced by a new element denoted by \( v_f(a_1, \ldots, a_n) \);
2. for each identity \( f(x_1, \ldots, x_j) \approx g(x_{n_1(1)}, \ldots, x_{n_m(1)}) \) in \( \Sigma \), and \((a_1, \ldots, a_l) \in A \), add an equality constraint ensuring \( v_f(a_1, \ldots, a_l) \approx v_g(a_{n_1(1)}, \ldots, a_{n_m(1)}) \);
3. identify all pairs of variables connected by a path of equality constraints and then remove the equality constraints.

Clearly, the first and the second step can be done in log-space (note that the arity is bounded by the constant \( N \)). The third step can be done in log-space by \([45]\).

**Lemma 3.13.** Let \((A,B)\) be a template, \( N > 0 \), and let \( \mathcal{M} = \text{Pol}(A,B) \). The above construction gives a log-space reduction from \( \text{PMC}_{\Sigma_{\text{ind}}}(N) \) to PCSP(\( A,B \)).

**Proof.** To prove completeness, suppose that \( \Sigma \) is trivial, i.e., there is a mapping \( \xi : U \cup V \rightarrow \mathcal{P}_A \) which satisfies \( \Sigma \). We define a homomorphism from \( I \) to \( A \) by setting
\[ h(v_f(a_1, \ldots, a_n)) = \xi(f)(a_1, \ldots, a_n). \]
Note that \( h \) is well-defined since \( \xi \) satisfies \( \Sigma \). Further, since every projection is a polymorphism of \( A \), \( h \) is a homomorphism.

To prove soundness, assume that there is a homomorphism \( h : I \rightarrow B \). We reverse the above argument and define \( \xi \) by the rule \( \xi(f)(a_1, \ldots, a_n) = h(v_f(a_1, \ldots, a_n)) \) for all \( a_1, \ldots, a_n \in A \). Now, \( \xi(f) \in \mathcal{M} \) follows from the first step of the construction of \( I \), and satisfaction of the identities from \( \Sigma \) follows from the second and the third steps of the construction.

This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.9.
4 NP-HARDNESS OF \((2k - 1)\)-COLOURING \(k\)-COLOURABLE GRAPHS

In this section we prove the following theorem, called result (C) in the introduction.

**Theorem 4.1.** For any \(k \geq 3\), it is NP-hard to distinguish \(k\)-colourable graphs from those that are not \((2k - 1)\)-colourable.

For better accessibility, we give a direct proof which mimics the proofs from the previous section for this special case. At the end of this section we mention a more general result (presented in the full version [22]) whose proof uses more of our general theory.

As a starting point for our reduction, we will use the following result on the hardness of approximate hypergraph colouring.

**Theorem 4.2 ([28]).** For any \(c \geq 2\), it is NP-hard to distinguish between \(3\)-uniform hypergraphs that are \(2\)-colourable and those that are not even \(c\)-colourable.

As we noted in Example 2.10, this theorem translates directly into NP-hardness of PCSP\((H_2, H_c)\) where \(H_c = (E_c; \text{NAE}_c)\).

**Proof.** Fix \(k \geq 3\) and let \(c\) be the number of binary polymorphisms from \(K_k\) to \(K_{2k-1}\) (i.e., \((2k - 1)\)-colourings of \(K_k^2\)). Let \(H = (V_H, E_H)\) be a \(3\)-uniform hypergraph. We will show how to construct, in polynomial time, a graph \(I\) such that if \(H\) is \(2\)-colourable then \(I\) is \(k\)-colourable and if \(I\) is \((2k - 1)\)-colourable then \(H\) is \(c\)-colourable. This will prove the theorem.

Consider the following system \(\Sigma\) of identities (essentially the same as introduced in Example 3.10). For each \(v \in V_H\), we introduce a binary function symbol \(f_v\), and for each \(e = (v_1, v_2, v_3) \in E_H\), we introduce a \(6\)-ary function symbol \(g_e\). Let \(\Sigma_e\) be the following system of identities:

\[
\begin{align*}
f_{v_1}(x, y) &\approx g_e(x, y, y, y, x, x), \\
f_{v_2}(x, y) &\approx g_e(x, y, x, y, y, x), \\
f_{v_3}(x, y) &\approx g_e(x, y, y, x, x, x),
\end{align*}
\]

Note that the vertices in a hyperedge can be ordered arbitrarily to produce the above identities. Finally, let \(\Sigma = \bigcup_e \Sigma_e\). Note that \(\Sigma = \Sigma(H_2, H)\), following the construction in Section 3.2.

We now turn \(\Sigma\) into a graph \(I = I_{\Sigma}(K_k)\), following the 3-step construction in Section 3.3. Specifically, let \(I = (V_I, E_I)\) where \(V_I\) initially consists of all vertices of the form \(u_{f_v}(a_1, a_2)\) and of the form \(u_{g_e}(a_1, \ldots, a_6)\) where \(v \in V_H, e \in E_H\), and \(a_i \in E_k\) for all \(i\).

For each \(v \in V_H\), and each edge \((a_1, a_2, (b_1, b_2))\) of \(K_k^2\) (i.e., \(a_i \neq b_i\) for \(i = 1, 2\)), add an edge between \(u_{f_v}(a_1, a_2)\) and \(u_{f_v}(b_1, b_2)\) to \(E_I\). Similarly, for each \(e \in E_H\), and each edge \((a_1, \ldots, a_6)\) of \(K_k^6\), add an edge between \(u_{g_e}(a_1, \ldots, a_6)\) and \(u_{g_e}(b_1, \ldots, b_6)\) to \(E_G\).

Finally, we identify (glue together) a number of vertices. Namely, for each identity in \(\Sigma\), the form \(f_v(x, y) \approx g_e(x, y, y, x, x, x)\) and each \(a, b \in E_k\), identify vertices \(u_{f_v}(a, b)\) and \(u_{g_e}(a, a, h, b, h, a)\), and perform a similar procedure for the other two types of identities in \(\Sigma\). This finishes the construction of I, and it is clear that it can be done in polynomial time in the size of \(H\). In the rest of the proof, we show that I has the two required properties.

Assume first that \(H\) is \(2\)-colourable. Call the 2 colours \(x\) and \(y\), and let \(\beta\) : \(V_H \to \{x, y\}\) be a \(2\)-colouring. Define \(i_{v_1} = 1\) if \(\beta(v_1) = x\) and \(i_{v_1} = 2\) if \(\beta(v_1) = y\). Next, for every \(e = (v_1, v_2, v_3) \in E_H\), let \(i_e \in [1, 6]\) be the number of the column on the right-hand side of \(\Sigma_e\) such that \((\beta(v_1), \beta(v_2), \beta(v_3))\) is that column. It is easy to see that this number is well-defined. We then define the following mapping \(\beta'\) from \(I\) to \(K_k\). For each \(v \in V_I\) and each \((a_1, a_2) \in E_k^2\), let \(\beta'(u_{f_v}(a_1, a_2)) = a_{i_v}\). Similarly, for each \(e \in E_H\) and each \((a_1, \ldots, a_6) \in E_k^6\), let \(\beta'(u_{g_e}(a_1, \ldots, a_6)) = a_{i_e}\). It is straightforward to check that \(\beta'\) is well-defined (i.e., if two vertices were glued in the construction of \(I\) then they get the same colour) and it is a proper \(k\)-colouring of \(I\).

Now let us assume that \(I\) is \((2k - 1)\)-colourable and \(\gamma : V_I \to E_{2k-1}\) is such a colouring. One important (and well-known) observation about the construction of \(I\) is that, for any \(t \geq k\) and any fixed vertex \(v \in V_H\), any \(t\)-colouring \(\alpha\) of the subgraph of \(I\) induced by all vertices of the form \(u_{f_v}(a, b)\) gives rise to a binary polymorphism \(f\) from \(K_k\) to \(K_t\) defined by \(f(a, b) = \alpha(u_{f_v}(a, b))\). Similarly, any \(t\)-colouring \(\alpha\) of the subgraph of \(I\) induced by all vertices of the form \(u_{g_e}(a_1, \ldots, a_6)\), for a fixed \(e\), gives rise to a \(6\)-ary polymorphism from \(K_k\) to \(K_t\). These facts easily follow directly from definitions.

By the observation above, the colouring \(\gamma\) gives rise to binary polymorphisms \(f_v, v \in V_H\), and \(6\)-ary polymorphisms \(g_e, e \in E_H\), from \(K_k\) to \(K_{2k-1}\). Moreover, these polymorphisms satisfy all identities in \(\Sigma\) due to the gluings made when constructing \(I\).

Now consider the \(c\) possible binary polymorphisms from \(K_k\) to \(K_{2k-1}\) as colours and define a \(\gamma'\) of \(H\) by \(\gamma'(v) = f_v\). It remains to prove that \(\gamma'\) is a proper colouring of \(H\). Assume, for contradiction, that it is not, so there is a hyperedge \(e = (v_1, v_2, v_3) \in E_H\) such that \(f_{v_1} = f_{v_2} = f_{v_3}\). This means that the \(6\)-ary polymorphism \(g = g_e \in \text{Pol}(K_k, K_{2k-1})\) satisfies the following identities:

\[
g(x, x, y, y, y, y) \approx g(x, y, x, x, y, x) \approx g(y, x, x, x, x, y).\]

To finish the proof, we now show that such a \(g\) does not exist.

The polymorphism \(g\) can be viewed as \((2k - 1)\)-colouring of \(K_k^6\). By assumption, for each \((a, b) \in K_k^2\), this colouring gives the same colour (which may depend on \((a, b)\)) to every triple of vertices of the form \((a, a, b, b, a, a)\), and \((b, a, a, a, b, a)\). Thus, \(g\) can be viewed as a \((2k - 1)\)-colouring of the graph \(G\) obtained from \(K_k^6\) by gluing together, for each \((a, b)\), the three vertices of the above form. We claim that then \(G\) contains a \((2k)\)-clique, which would contradict the assumption that \(G\) is \((2k - 1)\)-colourable. For all \(i \in K_k\), we consider:

\[
a_i = (i, i + 1, i + 2, i + 1, i + 2, i) \quad \text{and} \quad b_i = (i + 1, i, i, i + 1, i + 1, i).
\]
where addition is modulo \(k\). Note that, when producing the graph \(G\), each vertex \(b_i\) was identified with both \((i, i + 1, i, i + 1, i + 1)\) and \((i, i, i + 1, i + 1, i + 1, i)\). We claim that the set \(\{a_i, b_j \mid i \in K_k\}\) induces a \((2k)\)-clique in \(G\). Fig. 1 depicts this clique in \(G\) for \(k = 3\). Clearly for any \(i \neq j\), there is an edge between \(a_i\) and \(a_j\), as well as between \(b_i\) and \(b_j\) (in \(K_k\) and hence in \(G\)).

For edges between \(a_i\) and \(b_j\), we consider the following cases:

- \(j \not\in \{i, i + 1\}\). Then also \(j + 1 \not\in \{i, i + 1, i + 2\}\), so there is an edge between \(b_j\) and \(a_i\) since \(b_j\) was identified with \((j, j + 1, j + 1, j + 1, j, j)\).
- \(j = i\). There is an edge between \(a_i\) and \(b_i\) since \(b_i\) was identified with \((j + 1, j, j, j + 1, j + 1)\).
- \(j = i + 1\). There is an edge between \(a_i\) and \(b_j\) since \(b_j\) was identified with \((j, j + 1, j + 1, j + 1)\).

This concludes the proof. \(\square\)

A 6-ary function \(g\) satisfying the identities \(g(x, x, y, y, y, x) \approx g(x, y, x, y, x, y) \approx g(y, x, x, y, y, y)\) is called an Olsák function. The key in the above proof is that \(\text{Pol}(K_k, K_{2k-1})\) does not contain an Olsák function. In [22], we show that, for any PCSP template \((A, B)\), the absence of an Olsák function in \(\text{Pol}(A, B)\) is equivalent to the existence of a minion homomorphism from \(\text{Pol}(A, B)\) to \(\text{Pol}(H_2, H_2)\) for some \(c \geq 2\). By Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 4.2, this implies that any PCSP without an Olsák polymorphism is NP-hard. Finally, we remark that, when \(c \geq 2k\), \(\text{Pol}(K_k, K_c)\) does have an Olsák polymorphism. This and further properties of \(\text{Pol}(K_k, K_c)\) can be found in [22].

5 CONCLUSION

This paper deals with the Promise CSP framework, which is a significant generalisation of the (finite-domain) CSP. The PCSP provides a nice interplay between the study of approximability and universal-algebraic methods in computational complexity. We presented a general abstract algebraic theory that captures the complexity of PCSPs with a fixed template \((A, B)\). The key element in our approach is the bipartite minor conditions satisfied in the polymorphism minion \(\text{Pol}(A, B)\). We have shown that such conditions determine the complexity \(\text{PCSP}(A, B)\). We gave some applications of our general theory, in particular, in approximate graph colouring.

The complexity landscape of PCSP (beyond CSP) is largely unknown, even in the Boolean case (despite some progress in [16]), and includes many specific problems of interest. We hope that our theory will provide the basis for a fruitful research programme of charting this landscape. Below we discuss some of the possible directions within this programme.

Let us first discuss how the complexity classification quest for PCSPs compares with that for CSPs. As we said above, the gist of the algebraic approach is that lack or presence of (high-dimensional) symmetries determines the complexity. For CSPs, there is a sharp algebraic dichotomy: having only trivial symmetries (i.e., satisfying only those systems of minor identities that are satisfied in polymorphisms of every CSP) leads to \(\text{NP}\)-hardness, while any non-trivial symmetry implies rather strong symmetry and thus leads to tractability. Moreover, the algorithms for tractable cases are (rather involved) combinations of only two basic algorithms — one is based on local propagation [5] and the other can be seen as a very general form of Gaussian elimination [36]. It is already clear that the situation is more complicated for PCSPs: there are hard PCSPs with non-trivial (but limited in some sense) symmetries, and tractable cases are more varied [3, 5, 16, 28]. This calls for more advanced methods, and we hope that our paper will provide the basis for such methods. There is an obvious question whether PCSPs exhibit a dichotomy as CSPs do, but there is not enough evidence yet to conjecture an answer. More specifically, it is not clear whether there is any PCSP whose polymorphisms are not limited enough (in terms of satisfying systems of minor identities) to give \(\text{NP}\)-hardness, but also not strong enough to ensure tractability. Classifications for special cases such as Boolean PCSPs and graph homomorphisms would help to obtain more intuition about the general complexity landscape of PCSPs, but these special cases are currently open.

The sources of hardness in PCSP appear to be much more varied than in CSP (that has a unique such source), and much remains to be understood there. What limitations on the bipartite minor conditions satisfied in polymorphisms lead to \(\text{NP}\)-hardness? Some general and some specific results in this direction can be found in the full version [22], but it is clear that our general theory needs to be further developed. Currently, variants of the Gap Label Cover provide the source of hardness, but it is possible that new versions of GLC may need to be used. It is not clear in advance what these versions would be — their form would be dictated by the analysis of polymorphisms and minor conditions. However, it would interesting to eventually go even further and avoid dependency on deep approximation results such as the PCP theorem and parallel repetition. Instead, one would aim to provide a self-contained theory that includes a new type of reduction between PCSPs so that one could bypass the PCP theorem and parallel repetition altogether. In particular, one can come up with purely algebraic reductions (e.g. by extending pp-constructions) that create and amplify the algebraic gap in problems \(\text{PMC} \}_N\), which is what the PCP theorem and parallel repetition do for the quantitative gap in Gap Label Cover?

The analysis of polymorphisms of approximate graph colouring problems (and their relatives) may provide further intuition as to what limitations on minor conditions can be used for hardness proofs.

What algorithmic techniques are needed to solve tractable PC-SPs? One general approach to proving tractability of \(\text{PCSP}(A, B)\) is presented in [16]. The main idea is to find a structure \(D\) such that \(A \rightarrow D \rightarrow B\) and \(\text{CSP}(D)\) is tractable. Such structures are called “homomorphic sandwiches” in [16]. It is clear that an algorithm for \(\text{CSP}(D)\) solves \(\text{PCSP}(A, B)\). In general, \(D\) may have infinite domain (but instances of \(\text{CSP}(D)\) are still finite) — indeed, for \(\text{CSP}(\text{Pol}(T, H_2))\) from Example 2.8 no such finite \(D\) exists [41, but one infinite example is \(D = (\mathbb{Z}, x + y + z = 1)\) [15, 16]. A range of examples when this works, particularly with \(D\) relating to linear programming and affine relaxations, is given in [16]. It would be very interesting to develop a general theory of how such a structure \(D\) can be constructed from bipartite minor conditions satisfied in \(\text{Pol}(A, B)\) and what properties of such conditions guarantee tractability of \(\text{CSP}(D)\).

In general, infinite-domain CSPs have a considerably more complicated structure than their finite counterparts; in particular, they exhibit no dichotomy [12]. We remark that the algebraic theory of infinite-domain CSPs is being developed [11, 44] and it often has an
additional model-theoretic flavour. It is another interesting feature of the (finite-domain) PCSP framework that it seems to require research into infinite-domain CSP.
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